Cpted in HONDURAS

My street, my neighborhood, my city – CPTED in action in Honduras

Carlos A Gutiérrez V Arch.
Honduras in the Heart of Central América

Populación 8,866,351 Census 2016

Honduras Surface = 112,090 Kmt2
According to the Observatory of Violence UNAH data, 2016 closed with a homicide rate of 59 for each 100,000 inhab. From January to June 2016, 4161 violent deaths were registered. 428 homicides a month. Average of 14 victims a day.

The lowest homicide rates in Latin America are in Chile with 3.6 and Ecuador with 5.6.

The dark side of the coin.
THE BRIGHT SIDE

HONDURAS IS FIGHTING BACK

• RECOVERING PUBLIC SPACE

• PROMOTING PEOPLE’S PARTICIPATION

• ORGANIZING AND EMPOWERING COMMUNITY

• PROMOTING TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR THE YOUTH.

• IMPROVING SCHOOLS INFRASTRUCTURE

• INSTITUTIONAL STRENGTHENING

• PROMOTING CPTED AT INSTITUTIONAL LEVELS

CONVIVIR PROGRAM (Promoting Coexistence) is one example
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International Consulting support, Technical Assistance
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Políticas de Juventud
HOW TO BUILD NEIGHBOURWOOD AND COMMUNITY

Como se financian las obras CONVIVIR

Country of Honduras

76% of Budget

Municipio

12%

Organized Community

12%

Se firma un convenio entre FHIS y el Municipio

Contrato entre Municipio y comunidad (CEP)

It seeks to achieve, sense of belonging, appropriation Good use and care, coexistence, awakening sense of Community, solidarity, mutual aid.

PROMOTION OF SOCIAL VALUES

Country of Honduras

Community contribution

Labor, building materials

Infrastructure project

Municipio

12%

Organized Community

12%

CEP y CCS

Proyecto Management
Community Team

Social audit committee

Organizaciones comunitarias, Patronatos
Organizaciones eclesiásticas, educacionales
Fuerzas vivas, Bomberos, Etc.
COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT TEAM: Receive funds for the management of the building project.

**TRUST AND CONFIDENCE IN COMMUNITY CAPACITY**

- sense of belonging, appropriation, Good use and care of the infrastructure, coexistence, Awakening the sense of Community, Solidarity, mutual aid.
- Development of Ethics, Transparency. No discrimination.
- 40% of labor force are women.

5 Millions of Euros are handed to the community for the administration of building projects.
Municipality

Is the co-signer and must guarantee
The proper use of funds.
Is liable for the Misuse of financial resources

30 BUILDING PROJECTS UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF THE COMMUNITY

NO VIOLENCE PREVENTION PROGRAM WILL BE SUSTAINABLE WITH A BROKEN AND DESORGANIZED COMMUNITY

VOLUNTEERS
Hired Professionals and Workers

THE DRIVING FORCE BEHIND COMMUNITY BUILDING
TRUST, TRAIN AND TASK

40% OF LABOR FORCE MUST BE WOMEN

They receive training in construction Skills Male co workers learn to treat them with respect and as equals . They learn a trade and improve sence of Pride and self esteem. They set an example for other women

Breaking gender Stereotypes is also a step forward to prevent violence

THE FOUNDATION OF ANY VIOLENCE PREVENTION PROGRAM

Developing the sense of community

INCLUSION
They receive training and work tools

Dec. 2016 500 boys and girls receiving their diploma after getting training as Hairdressers, Barbers, home electrical technician, Nail technician
INFRAESTRUCTURE AND PREVENTION

Youth House. Space for learning, gathering, and Promote a culture of non violence

Plaza of the Youth. Public space for gathering and cultural expression

Art work done by youg boys and girls

RECOVERY OF PUBLIC SPACE, CORNER STONE FOR PRACTIVING COEXISTANCE AND COMMUNITY BUILDING
CONNECTING THE DOTS FOR PREVENTION. SAFE ROUTE, SAFE WAVES FOR SOCIAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

CREATING A SAFE ROUTE BETWEEN POINT A AND B

Thousands of people walk around those two areas everyday. It is expected to have a large positive impact in local economy. A safe route will encourage new businesses and commerce.

PREVENTION BY PROMOTING AND EMPOWERING LOCAL ECONOMY
PREVENTION BY CREATING COMMUNITY INFRAESTRUCTURE TO PROMOTE QUALITY OF LIFE

1.- Material
2.- Environment
3.- Policy and governance
4.- Relationship factors

QUALITY OF LIFE

State of Wellnes
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